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Abstract
The concept of file format is fundamental for storage of
digital information. Without any formatting rules, bit sequences
would be meaningless to any machine. Due to various reasons
there exists an overwhelming mass of file formats in the digital
world, even though only a minority has a broader relevance.
Particularly in regard of specific domains like long-term
preservation of digital objects, the choice of the appropriate
format can be a problematic case. Thus, one of the basic questions
an archivist needs to get an answer for is: Which file format is
most suitable for ensuring the longevity of its information?
In this study a particular criteria for long-term preservation
suitability is picked up: the robustness of files according to their
bit error resilience. The question we address is: Up to what extent
does a file format, as a set of formatting rules, contribute to the
long-term maintainability of the information content of digital
objects? Or in other words: Are there any file format basing
factors promoting the consistency of digital information?

Introduction
Among several other criteria [9], one considered to be crucial
for the decision which file format to choose for digital preservation
refers to the capability of file formats to keep its information, as it
is, over a long period against the evil of bit rot. The single reasons
for corrupted files are manifold. Nevertheless there are two main
categories: First, bit errors in files occur in consequence of
degradation of the storage medium, e.g. caused by poor physical
storage conditions, just as a natural decay of the medium or as a
consequence of massive usage. This is especially true for storage
of data on optical disks [5]. Hard disks are also exposed to such
errors although less severe [7][12]. Second, bit errors result from
transmission procedures. However, e.g., in case of data migration,
these errors can be prevented if methods for checking the integrity
of the data are implemented.
The nature of the corruption of files can also be manifold. Bit
errors can be located to special areas of the file, they can also be
distributed [5]. The actual location of bit errors within a file
strongly depends on the underlying reason for corruption: E.g.
consider a DVD which was damaged by the influence of strong
heat. In this case the distribution of bit errors may vary according
to the strength of direction of the heat source. On the other hand,
files can be corrupted in a way that not only single bits are flipped
from zero to one or vice versa but also that they totally get lost. In
such cases, the effect on data integrity increases dramatically. In
this study we focus on bit errors in the sense of flipped bits and on
equally distributed errors. In fact there is actually no general
tendency of error location in files as a consequence of the
manifold reasons for corruption we mentioned before.
The current strategy to get the problem of file corruption
under control targets at hardware-sided solutions. Determined by
the storage medium, data is usually stored according to particular
methods which again follow international standards. Specific

codes for error correction are adapted to the processes of reading
and writing data from and to the storage medium. The devices
which deal with the medium are constantly refined in their ability
to handle it with higher precision, thus improving the quality of the
data as well. New technologies using different methods and
materials for storage media, e.g. holography, promise to push on
the durability of the medium while increasing the storage capacity
at the same time. However, all of these efforts are not primarily the
result of a basic sense for the necessity of keeping data as safe as
possible; most notably they arise from the necessity to cope with
the advancing technological complexity of such devices and
storage media.
Even if it would succeed to get a grip on the problems of
storage technology in terms of durability and capacity of storage
media more accurately: If it comes to make long-term preservation
of data also feasible in an economical sense, there is no doubt to
follow up additional strategies for improving data integrity. The
proposal to keep data by redundant copies, additionally locally
distributed, is a simple and useful approach but may suffer from
additional cost effects [1][10].
The study on hand takes up this necessity to find backing
solutions and moves away from the problem of physical and
technical restrictions of storage media. The focus is now on logical
representation and organisation of data as files, which is
determined by a set of given rules, commonly called file format.
The concept of file format is the fundament for data to become
meaningful. Data interpreted by a machine according to the
underlying file format is not only raw data but information.
So the question we address is: Up to what extent does a file
format, as a set of formatting rules, contribute to the long-term
maintainability of the information content of digital objects? Or in
other words: Are there any file format basing factors promoting
the consistency of digital information?
The consequence of clarifying this question is obvious: If
there is indeed a significant relation between file format and
information constancy, it will be possible, in due consideration of
the revealed determinants, to improve the long-term preservation
of digital objects: E.g., existing file formats could be optimized,
newly created file formats could be, with the help of the updated
knowledge, conceived including aspects of longevity.
Studies in this area focused one specific aspect of
representing data in files: Data compression [2][3][8]. This is not
surprising, for data compression is a major feature of file formats,
especially in terms of data integrity of files. It arises from certain
technological facts which originate in the information technologies
past, for capacity of storage media and efficiency of data
processing systems were formerly quite more limited than they are
now. Nevertheless these are still factors to be considered. Though
technological progress may lessen these limitations, the mass of
digital data still increases. After all this will be more and more a
domain specific question. The question if to store data as
compressed or not does not arise for digital objects like movies;

however, for an archivist who wants to keep his images for longterm preservation, this may be a question worth asking.
Indeed, especially in terms of long-term preservation, one
was sceptical about the usage of data compression for a long time:
Compressed data is extremely prone to consecutive faults caused
by bit errors. Therefore, besides other reasons, JPEG 2000 was
also developed with the goal in mind to make compressed data
more robust against bit errors. Since then the discussion on usage
of compressed data for preservation purpose is sparked again
[2][4][8].
Although this study takes up this special point, we also focus
on other aspects of file format, namely which kind of data is
captured by the file format and how data is structured and related
among each other.
Additionally we concentrate on image files as our practical
subject of research here. Therefore the following remarks have a
strong relation to image file formats.

General Implications on File Format Data
Usage and Processing
In the context of this study, a file format is a set of rules
constituting the logical organisation of data and indicating how to
interpret them. The quantity of set of rules may vary to a great
extent and depends strongly on the information intended to be
represented. In the context of this study we call all information that
can be described through one or more files, their formatted data
respectively, a digital object.
The complexity of digital objects may variegate also in a
certain span. But even within similar categories of information,
digital objects can be described by file formats in an extremely
different level of complexity. A digital object of domain ‘image’
may be modelled in a raw data format, using quite few formatting
rules. If it is intended to be transferred and represented through a
specific software like a web browser, the functionality of a raw
data format usually does not last anymore. Or as another example:
An image intended to be represented not only statically as a whole
but from which certain parts of it are matter of interest may be
expressed best way using JPEG 2000 file format. The question on
which format to choose for a digital objects data is in terms of
temporary usage a question concerning the scope of application of
that object.
An essential conclusion that can be drawn from these
considerations is: Every digital object is provided with a basic
content of information. This is directly reflected through the data
which represent that information. Additionally the basic content of
information can also be modified and enriched by added
functionality.
Information is exactly that in what humans as the users of
data are interested in. Exaggerated: A user does not care about
data. From the users point of view a perfectly preserved digital
object presents the same information to him or her as originally
intended. With respect to a categorization of file format data, this
should be seen from a different perspective : A perfectly preserved
digital object presents the same information as originally intended
after its data has been processed by a file format data processing
software following the rules given by a file format specification.
The relation is now contrariwise: The software does not care
about information but data.

Software which has to cope with the task of transforming data
to useful information needs to rely on the readability of data. Data
must be processible according to the underlying file format.
Which conclusions can be drawn out of this regarding bit
error corrupted files? For simplification of the following example
let us presume that a given file format defines as smallest
processible unit one byte (as it is indeed usual in most formats). If
so, a single bit error causes a one byte error, this is an error rate of
1:1. We call this plain information loss. In this case, the actual
change in the bit state corresponds to the actual information loss
(given one byte as smallest processible unit) since it affects the
information which is represented by exactly one (the corrupted)
byte. Consider a comparison of two files A (this is the original,
uncorrupted file) and B (the original version as corrupted file),
where B differs from A in exactly one byte. A program that is able
to perform a pairwise comparison of the byte values of the files
then recognizes exactly one different byte. In a sequence of
unformatted bits every change in the bit state is definite and
irreversible. For data described by a file format this is not
necessarily so. E.g., file formats which allow for error correction
codes within the data potentially enable the processing software to
recapture the original byte (bit) value.
Sometimes a file format specification defines a byte value as
fixed value. In such cases it is also possible to recapture the
original byte value from the affected byte. However, such format
specific definitions must be implemented by the processing
software. Conventional software applications which implement a
file format compliant to its rules should not accept such an error
(by the way: this is exactly what a file format recovery tool does
not).
Simple bit errors do not always cause plain information loss
with 1:1 error rates as shown in this example. The error rate is
expected to be multiplied if a file format defines logical
information units by more than one single byte. We call this kind
of information loss, logical information loss. E.g., for the case of a
file format assigning four byte for representation of big numbers:
the information loss for an one bit error then increases to an error
rate of 1:4 (again in terms of byte as reference unit).
A third kind of information loss is much more effective
regarding information loss. We term it conditional information
loss. Such information loss produces error rates of much higher
extent than those discussed so far. In the extreme case it causes the
content of the entire file to not being processible, with the result of
error rates increasing up to 100%. TIFF file format for example
allows for placing the pixel data of an image at any position within
a file except the first eight positions which are always fixed for
special usage. This file format rule necessitates to set an offset to
that position within the file where the pixel data can be found. This
is done in the so called image file directory, which also can be
placed arbitrarily within the file (again except starting at one of the
first eight positions in the file). It is once more necessary to set an
offset that tells the processing software where to find the
beginning of the image file directory. A bit error occurring in the
offset data to the start of the pixel data, not only causes an error, in
the sense of a logical information loss, within the offset data per
se. As an aftereffect, at least any ‘conventional’ processing
software does not find out anymore where exactly the pixel data is
located within the file. In this case we have a conditional
information loss to the amount of the number of those data

indicated via the offset. More worse, such bit errors raise the
conditional information loss to the maximum if, like in this
example, the error already occurs in the offset to the image file
directory. Repairing such an error is even for a file format
recovery tool a hard job to do. To adjust such errors in corrupted
files is a real challenge for file format recovery tools.

Functionality and Categorization
Data, organized according to a file format, is in its basic
function an information carrier. The primary task of dataprocessing software is to read data with respect to the file format
and to capture its information content. Such processed data can
then finished according to the aspired purpose. An image viewer
for example reads data as defined by the image file format from a
file to transfer it to one of the image viewers concurrent purposes.
Even though all of the data described through a file format
always represent some kind of information, the nature of this
information is different, at least in terms of functionality. That is
why a file format assigns functional meaning to data, according to
its information content.
Which kind of information is represented by file format data?
We generally differentiate between two main categories, which are
also the basis for the robustness indicators described in the
following section. The first category relates to aspects relevant for
usage, the other to data related to processing tasks.
The basic content of information of a digital object that was
already discussed in the previous section is reflected in the first of
these two main categories. Such information and its carrying data
respectively is essential for representation of the object.
Data relevant for usage can be distinguished in three subcategories. Those of the data relevant for usage which carry the
basic information of a digital object are called basic data. In case
of a raster image rendered to a display, the carrier of these
information are the processed pixel data. Or, in case of a simple
text encoded in HTML, this is those data which map the text as,
for example, accessible via a web browser. In case of an audio file,
this is all of the data interpretable as sound, basically all sample
data.
A second sub-category of data relevant for usage can be
characterised as not directly carrying a digital objects information;
nevertheless this data represents information which is indirectly
necessary for adequate representation of the information content of
the base data. We call that kind of data derivative data. Data on
picture coordinates, bit depth or compression method are
representatives from the image domain. In case of text domain,
this can be data relating to text formatting information, for
example font style, font size or space settings.
Another sub-category of data relevant for usage is commonly
known as descriptive metadata. It adds such information to digital
objects that is irrelevant for basic representation of the object. Data
about creator, author, date of creation or producing software are
examples for that sub-category. We call it supplemental data.
The second main category of file format data introduced here
is data concerned with the structural organisation and the technical
processibility of any other file format data, i.e., in its core this is
data relevant for processing tasks.
At a first glance, such kind of data seems to play a minor role
opposite to the object-related information carrying data. However,
this is not the case. Often such data is essential for the

processibility of the entire file. The example for TIFF file format
we discussed in the previous section deals with data of that
category.
Processing-relevant data is distinguished in two subcategories. Such data supporting the structural configuration of the
entire data is called structural data. Structural file format data
describe the logical units of the file organisation. Examples for this
category are the tag numbering in TIFF files, offsets to the position
of certain related data, or data that functions as filler data.
Structural data is directly related to the structure of the data
described by the file format.
Another sub-category includes data giving information on the
validity of subsequent data units. We call it definitional data. By
its application on target data, data of that kind gives an answer to
the question if a certain sequence of data units (the target data) are
valid or not according to the parameter defined through that data.
Error correcting codes or indications on the data-type to be used
are two examples for that category. In contrary to structural data,
definitional data asks for an interpretation on any target data.
The advantage of such a categorization should be evident. Bit
errors can now related to a categorization scheme. A close analysis
of the distribution of these categories on different file formats can
indicate which kind of data loss is to be expected. The results of
quantities analysis of errors in corrupted files can be discussed by
means of a distinct vocabulary. It is also possible to derive
measures for information loss using these categories. Recently,
even though in a slightly different context, the assumption of
general file format data categories has led to the development of
new comprehensive practical approaches to the characterisation of
file format data [14].

Measuring Information Loss
Robustness Indicators
Building on the theoretical foundations we examined in the
previous chapters, metrics for measuring information loss in
corrupted image files were derived. These metrics are called
robustness indicators (according to reflections in [13]). They give
us a hint on the robustness of a file format in terms of the
categorized file format data. Thus, in difference to similar existing
metrics (e.g., RMSE, simple match coefficient), these metrics
explicitly refer to our categorization of file format data.
The robustness indicators can not be interpreted as image
quality measures. They are prepared for giving information on
information loss that is caused by data which has changed or
which original information content can not be captured anymore;
this can be the case if a byte, as the information carrying unit, is
directly corrupted (plain information loss) or because a certain
number of bytes can not be processed adequately (logical or
conditional information loss). Again: Information loss is always
reflected by data as carrier of information. In the following, we
present those Robustness Indicators which we applied to the test
corpus in the next section.
RB is defined as a robustness indicator for file formats which
relates to the basic data of usage:
RB = Δ (b0 ,b1) / m

(1)

where
b0 is the basic data of usage before being corrupted,
b1 is the basic data of usage after being corrupted,
m is the number of corruption procedures.
RBt additionally includes the relation to the total number of
basic data of usage:
RBt= RB / n

(2)

where
n is the total number of basic data of usage.

A Test Implementation for Measuring Information
Loss
We have implemented a software tool that is able to simulate
data corruption, which can recognize data according to the file
format data categories we defined, that is able to process and
translate the relations between the data categories and that finally
computes the robustness indicators.
In its core procedure it analyses files (which represent the
underlying file format) in several subsequent processing parts,
using both the original (error-free) file and a manipulated (bitcorrupted) version of it. The latter is prepared by the manipulation
module of the software, also taking compressed data into account
by trying to decompress the corrupted files. After that, the tool
analysis the original file as to the data categories defined in the
model. Another module transforms the data of both files into an
internal normalised representation, processing file format specific
data allocations as described in the file format specification. In a
last move, the data of the normalised corrupted representation is
used to compute RIs.
We have also built a corpus of test files for a number of
image file formats. In this study we report on the results for four of
them: TIFF, PNG, BMP (windows) and JP2. The corpus comprises
files which consider various basic characteristics and features of
each file format. The results reported in here relate to a ‘real world
image’, i.e. a colored image, standard 24-Bit RGB. For some of
the file formats we created different test files reflecting potentially
important characteristics in terms of the expected data effects on
data integrity. In this case we added compression characteristics
(for details see table 1). As already discussed, they so far played a
leading role in the discussion of file formats robustness and their
potentiality for long-term preservation respectively.
Table 1 shows the results for Robustness indicator RBt. For
better readability the results for RBt are transformed to base 100
(i.e. expressed in percentage). The single file formats and
compression characteristics are put in the first column. The given
ratios relate to compression ratio understood as ratio between
uncompressed size and compressed size of the files. The indication
in brackets is the compression ratio in terms of space savings. The
other columns contain the single results for RBt. We have
performed test series on the base of byte errors with corruption
rates of exactly one byte (which results in individual percentage
corruption rates based on the original file size (second column,
indication in brackets) and three more for percentage corruption
rates of 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0, since they seem to be sufficient enough
to clearly show the effects on file corruption in general and with
respect to RBt in specific. For each file type and corruption rate we

performed the corruption procedures 3000 times always using a
different set of random numbers per single corruption, generated
by Mersenne Twister algorithm [6] that guarantees equal
distribution of errors, as we intended to have for this part of the
study. We also made sure that none of the single random numbers
per set occurred twice or more to avoid imprecision of RBt values.
We also cross-checked the results with confidence intervals
indicating a deviation of the RBts of less than three percentage in
all cases.
Table 1: Results for RBt (in percentage) for various file formats

1 Byte

0.01

0.1%

1.0%

0.00
(0.00063)
2.14
(0.00166)
2.44
(0.00505)
1.37
(0.00064)
27.12
(0.00081)

0.56

6.64

48.83

13.03

-

-

13.32

-

-

18.79

77.95

99.34

84.92

98.47

-

ZLIB compressed,
unfiltered
ZLIB compressed,
filtered
BMP (windows)

18.21
(0.00074)
25.05
(0.00085)

79.15

97.63

-

81.83

98.08

-

uncompressed

0.00
(0.00063)

0.14

1.92

15.29

17.53
(0.00086)
33.31
(0.00166)
22.61
(0.00468)

76.22

94.29

-

51.86

95.03

-

72.93

95.62

-

TIFF
uncompressed
JPEG compressed,
ratio 1:2.60 (62%)
JPEG compressed,
ratio 1:10.72 (90%)
LZW compressed,
ratio 1:1.01 (2%)
ZIP compressed,
ratio 1:1.28 (22%)
PNG

JP2
lossless,
ratio 1:1.36 (27%)
lossy,
ratio 1:7.42 (87%)
lossy,
ratio 1:2.64 (62%)

Discussion of the Results
The results reveal a strong correlation between usage of
compression and data integrity. As compression is a widely used
feature in many file formats, for some explicitly dedicated to (e.g.,
JP2), compression can be considered as one of the most important
features of file formats and therefore is one of the crucial factors
for a file formats impact on data integrity. In almost all cases of
compression usage, 0.1 percentage of byte corruption is enough to
produce RBt values of more than 90 percentage (in case of TIFF
with JPEG compressed data we were not able to compute RBt with
sufficient exactness since the errors provoked serious software
crashes). For example TIFF with ZIP compressed data : More than
98 percentage of the basic data of the corrupted file is changed
compared to the original data. Or in other words: More than 98

percentage of single information units have changed according to
the change in the data which carries this information.
Almost more amazing are the results for one byte corruptions.
In case of JP2, a one byte error causes, as a consequence of
conditional information loss, a change in basic data of about 17
percentage for lossless compressed data (corruption rate: 0.00086),
up to 33 percentage for lossy compressed data (corruption rate:
0.00166) in moderate compression ratio (JP2 is able to produce
much higher compression ratio). Conditional information loss is
symptomatic to compressed data and seems to not depending on
whether data is compressed lossless or in a lossy mode.
Table 2: Totally failed test files (in percentage)

1 Byte

0.01%

0.1%

1.0%

uncompressed

0.00

0.36

3.60

32.00

JPEG compressed,
ratio 1:2.60 (62%)
JPEG compressed,
ratio 1:10.72 (90%)
LZW compressed,
ratio 1:1.01 (2%)
ZIP compressed,
ratio 1:1.28 (22%)
PNG

0.13

0.67

-

-

0.11

5.63

-

-

0.03

1.20

13.43

72.40

0.07

0.50

3.77

-

ZLIB compressed,
unfiltered
ZLIB compressed,
filtered
BMP

0.00

0.70

4.30

-

0.00

0.10

4.30

-

uncompressed

0.00

0.10

1.67

11.07

0.40

0.40

11.10

-

0.20

2.00

12.10

-

0.10

1.30

10.40

-

TIFF

JP2
lossless,
ratio 1:1.36 (27%)
lossy,
ratio 1:7.42 (87%)
lossy,
ratio 1:2.64 (62%)

Particularly for the JP2 results, RBt may be a convenient
measure for reflecting the characteristics of JP2 files after being
corrupted. Already for low corruption rates, the rendered versions
of corrupted JP2 files can be extremely different (Figure 1). This is
not a JP2 specific issue. Nevertheless JP2 compression is,
compared to other compressions, quite successful in producing
images which keep their visual quality, especially in case of low
corruption rates, although there are moderate differences in pixel
data (see Figure 1 also). However, the effects of bit corruption on
the rendered files can vary to a great extent. Right due to that, RBt
values reflect the actual information loss, not influenced by the
deficiency of humans visible system. If it is our task to make a
clear statement on whether the data of a file is in danger to be

Figure 1: Two JP2 images, both with the same degree of corruption (one
single byte); the second image shows no visual difference to the rendered
version of the original uncorrupted file (not illustrated) although there are
actual changes in pixel data (as shown in the third pseudo- image, where
different pixel data is marked in red).

changed after a bit corruption, the visual appearance of the
object after being rendered is not a matter of interest.
Again, this is the task of quality measures. So while
considering JP2 as a candidate for long-term storage, this still
remains a point for discussion, at least if one decides that error
resilience should be an important issue for long-term preservation.
Those files not using compression (TIFF uncompressed, BMP
uncompressed), proved to be much more stable. For one-byte
errors, none of the two file formats showed serious problems (RBt
values of 0.00). Table 2 shows the number of files that totally
failed during processing (also in percentage). The reasons for such
a phenomenon can be found in corruption of extremely significant
data. This always the case for derivative data, structural data or
definitional data. As a result, this causes destructive conditional
information loss. We already discussed another example for
conditional information loss in TIFF files in the section before.
Expectedly, the values for RBt increase according to the corruption
rate.
Nevertheless there are differences, especially with increasing
corruption rates. Just for TIFF and BMP uncompressed, there is a
clear tendency. BMP uncompressed appears to be quite stable in
its file format structure. A closer look at its file format structure
shows that BMP is in deed quite simple in it. Most of the lengths
and positions of the data fields are predefined. In contrary, TIFF
allows for advanced features like to stripe pixel data or to freely
choose positions of data fields within the file. File formats which
support advanced features tend to be more complex in their
structure. This is not surprising since this requires concessions to
the processing software. However, complex file formats tend to get
into trouble with keeping their data against bit errors.

We also will extend our research on file formats from other
domains especially for formats of text or hybrid content. This will
validate and/or improve our given data categorization towards a
common model of file format data. Additionally, it is expected to
reveal so far unidentified impact of file formats on data integrity
for those domains.
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